REJECT RACISM, CORRUPTION, & ELECTORAL FRAUD
Write-In RUNNINGWOLF 4 MAYOR
& RESTORE NATIVE SOVEREIGNTY
1. POSTAL FRAUD: A decade before Trump’s current drive to privatize the postal service,
UC Regent Richard Blum secured a no-bid federal contract to privatize HALF of the nation’s
post offices. Now Trump’s drive to finish the job is a part of his overall strategy to steal the
election, but Berkeley’s lengthy history of electoral fraud & Blum’s personal profits in
Berkeley Finance & Student Fee Hikes shows that the local election is RIPE for theft as well.
Postal fraud in Berkeley’s 2016 Mayoral Race even led to a FEDERAL investigation.
2. POLICE FRAUD: In 2016, Indigenous Elder Zachary RunningWolf’s Mayoral Seat was
stolen when the OPD & CHP interfered in Berkeley’s Election and arrested him for 31 days
on a POT CHARGE, forcing him to miss 4/5 debates & requiring a 13-day hunger strike to
secure his release. RunningWolf was politically targeted by the OPD due to his ongoing
campaign to bring the UC Regents to Justice for covering-up and fueling the ongoing
Fukushima Nuclear GENOCIDE & ECOCIDE, while investing in ISRAELI APARTHEID.
3. CAMPAIGN FINANCE FRAUD: Berkeley’s Fair Campaign Commission then found
Jesse Arreguin guilty of 18 campaign finance violations, yet refused to remove him from
office despite being legally required to do so under Berkeley’s election laws. Now, the City of
Berkeley is disqualifying RunningWolf’s name from appearing on the 2020 ballot based on
economically discriminatory bureaucratic technicalities – talk about DOUBLE STANDARD.
4. VOTING MACHINE FRAUD: In 2007, a “review of the voting machines certified for
use in California” found “significant security weaknesses throughout the Sequoia system” and
“pervasive structural weaknesses” which raise “serious questions as to whether the Sequoia
software can be relied upon to protect the integrity of elections.” Another study carried out in
2012 confirmed that this was still an issue; they were able to hack the Sequoia Voting
Machine in just a few hours. Instead of fixing the problem, Sequoia has threatened academics
seeking to audit their systems with lawsuits for violating their ‘intellectual property rights.”

BERKELEY NEEDS A REAL LEADER FOR
MAYOR, NOT ANOTHER CORRUPT POLITICIAN!
At least two dozen houseless people have died on Jesse Arreguin’s watch, while he has
continued to pass ANTI-HOMELESS and PRO-POLICE policies despite widespread public
opposition. And now he wants to increase his own salary in the midst of the largest
unemployment crisis in decades? RunningWolf REJECTS Measure JJ and the GENOCIDAL
THEFT of NATIVE SOVEREIGNTY, the OHLONE BAY AREA, and TURTLE ISLAND.

Write-In Zachary RunningWolf to reject ELECTORAL FRAUD and empower
RunningWolf’s leadership to tackle the EXISTENTIAL CRISES of Global Warming
(stopdriving.org), the ongoing Fukushima Nuclear Disaster, the epidemic of COVID-19
which is fueled by AIR POLLUTION (car driving = #1 source), and POLICE RACISM.
For THE FULL PLATFORM visit: runningwolf.org

